
Contents:
(1) Bug De�ector          (4) Plastic Push Pins 
(2) Machine Screws         (2) Washers
(2) Metal Clips          (4) Rubber Bumpers
(2) Clear Vinyl Squares    (1) Prep Pad

Bug De�ector Install Guide
(15-19) F150

T542539

Step 1//
Begin by opening the hood and removing the (4) factory 
weatherstripping push pins.       

Step 2//
Install the metal clips onto the Bug De�ector using the 
supplied washer and machine screw.  These clips clamp 
outer edges of the Bug De�ector to the hood.  **Note:  The 
vinyl squares will be used between the paint and the clip to 
protect the paint from damage.  

Step 5//
With the center mounted, press the metal clip onto to hood.  
**Note:  The metal clips may need to be “opened” up a little bit for 
better �tment.  They should be a snug �t, but they shouldn't have 
to be forced onto the hood.  Open and close the clip as need for 
best �t.  

Step 4//
With the factory weatherstripping push pins removed, 
sandwich the Bug De�ector between the weather stripping 
and the hood.  Install the (4) supplied push pins.  **Note:  
These are a tight �t and will require you to apply �rm 
pressure on the supplied push pin to insure they are pin 
catches the weather stripping, Bug De�ector, and the hood.  

Step 3//
Before installing the Bug De�ector, align the mounting holes and 
line up the vinyl squares with the metal clips.  Place the supplied 
vinyl squares on the hood surface where the metal clips secure the 
outer edges of the Bug De�ector.  Fold the square around to the 
backside to protect the paint on the top and bottom of the hood.  

Step 6//
Finish the installation by installing the supplied rubber 
bumpers to protect the paint anywhere the Bug De�ector 
may make contact with the hood. 

Tools Required:
- Panel Removal Tool 
- Flat Screw Driver
- Phillips Head Screw Driver


